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INTRODUCTION·-
The discovery of art ific·ial radioactivity ( t):oli:ot ana:: 
<turie ~, , 1934) )and the ·development of the ·cyclotr.on (Lawrence~ 
and Livingstorr, , l932) for the manufacture of artificially 
radioactive isotopes of the most important elements have 
made available to . researcf~:> new tools for the study of hie-
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I· 
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I logical processes •. There have beerr. many applications in 11 
It botany' , ~ physiology, , biochemistrY', , and pathology'~ . Wood,: Werkman,fl 
Hemingway and Nier (1941) have extended this list by [I 
demonstrating a valuable isotope technique in· the study of /1 
carbon- metabolism of heterotrophic bacteria.'~. Williams', :c 
Sandholzer and Va:rr Voorhis ·· (1940 )., , have~ reported that radio-
active -phosphorus is assimilated as an integral part ·of th~ 
nucleoprotein of E·~:coli~ Recently Seligman.., and Schweinburg 
(1949) have shown it possible to trace radioactivated 
organisms irr· the animal boay-~, The latter workers claim that 
the radioactive iodine used is ·integrally bound, presumably 
to some protein or polysaccharide component of the bacteria~ 
The value of radioactive isotopes in bi'ological studies , 
in' general is :premised on· two factors s :first ·, , that the 
chemical properties of the artificially active elements ar~· 
essentially -the same as their more commornprototypes and· 
second, , that their inherent physical · instability permits , 
I 
II 
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JJ'~. 
their quantitative detection by means of their character-
1st 1c electrical d1~charges given · off irr the course of 
'radioactive ·decay t ; ~ .These emanations c:in-_ the form' of 
beta particles are readily detected by a'~ Ge1ger-Mtlller 
counter ( Ollargoff~, ~ 1938)!~ . 
The present paper is divided into two parts; the first 
sect 1orr is '' a report of the literature dealing with the· 
effects of radioactive emanat1ons::upom bacteria; :the second;~: 
is experimental and deals with the 'tagging 1 'of E'~col1 
with radioactive - rl31· ~ . 
Much work has beerr done in the past ten years on artific-
ially 1tagg1ng 1 bacteria with various radioactive 
substances' ~ . In actuall1ty the "tagging process 11 is ': carried 
out by the bacteria themselves"~. The radioactive isotope -
is incorporated into the m~ia and the- bacteria themselves~ 
assimilate : vary1ng amounts of 1t i, ~ usually into the nucleo-
protein· or · phospholipid fraction (Ely', , 1941; Williams et a:t.', : 
1940; : Rossft, 1942; ; Melchior et ar,, 1948; : ctohen.,, 1948 ) 1~. 
The work to be described', , presents a method of 'tagging* :a "' 
m:~·coli suspensiorr directly wsing- 250-- 500 m±crocuries: 
of radioactive·· I t 31,, . and noting· the effects that are pro• 
duced orr growth,, viability',. morphology and biochemical 
charcter1st1csi ~. 
The present study is a.n: outgrowth of the experiments o.f' 
Seligman" and Schweinburg (1949 h . Th-e · latter authors : have· 
demonstrated: by the use -of' radioactively "tagged" '' 
~coli that transmigration of the microbe acrossc. the:" 
bowel wall o:ecurs~~. 
I' 
,, 
JJ: T-:tte Effects of Radioactive -Em-anations ·· U.pon: 
Bact aria · 
The ~ effects of radioactive ~ emanations c: upon bacteria 
which have 1:)-een-· so far investigated are the production· of 
mutations•; , changes in biochemical and physiological: 
characteristics ( ; r eduction: of mot-ility, . respiration and 
ferm·entativ·e reactions0 t,~ temporary inhibition of division,., 
and lethal action, . the large majority or investigations " 
being concerned with the last mentioned effe·ct · ~ . 
Lethal Action~ 
What has been · described as lethal action in- these invest ... 
igations is the inability of a ·· baeterium· after irradiation 
to give rise to a colony visible to the naked eye when: 
inoculated on· a nutrient medium~~ -There are', , however,: distinct 
differences betwe.en the "killing" of bacteria by radiations" 
and killing by other agents!, . ~e., . heat or chemical disin-
fectants· ~. 
The few microscopical studies that have been~ made on the"' 
behavior of individual Bacteria after irradiation have-
, 
shown.., that a ·'·bacteriunr exposed to a r.dose suff'icient to 
' prevent its ~ving rise to a colony does not suffer rapid 
disintesration as happens when- bacteria are killed by strong· 
chemical disenfectants· ~ . A motile bacterium· may still retain· 
its ·· motility (Fruynoghe and Muml', : 1925) ; : and!, , though 
f'ailing to give rise to a visible colony 1 : a bacterium 
which has been "killed~' by irradiation;, may divide once or: 
- ~ 
twice when·· sown~ in· a '=nutrient medium: (Luria', : 1939 ) ; ~. k . 
spore·, . which has received a : dose large -enough to prevent 
its giving rise to a visible colony:, , will nevertheless· 
germinate ·when seeded onto nutrient media" (tea<, . 19471 ~ ­
These results suggest: that as in· the case of' higher cells ·, : 
the death of' an individual bacterium occurs following 
division~ . 
The earliest reports of the lethal effects of radiation 
upon bacteria seem to be that of Pacinotti and Parcilli 
(1899), , Strebel (1900) and Crooks (1903 ) ~~ . These workers 
. . 
exposed B-iproteus, : v·~charil.erae~, : S!~typhosa and cr~diphtheriae 
to preparations of powdered uranium· and found that the 
organisms were killed after 24 hours~ -.At this early daten 
the investigators did not ti!1St separately the effects of 
alpha, , beta,: and gamma rays'~ ,Aschkinass and Caspari (1901 )·, : 
using freshly cultured S~marcescens, . found that growth 
could only be inhibited when the radium source was 4-10 mm· 
from the surface of the culture·~ . If an- aluminum~ foil of 
:~001 mm· thickness was placed around the source, . it filt'-
ered out part of the alpha rays but not the beta and gamma 
rays; :a larger exposure was ' necessary for a killing effect-~ , 
With a copper or aluminum filter of o~o6 · mm·, , which allowed 
~ •. . !: 
orrly · the transmission · of the- gamma· r.ays - and the fastest 
beta rays, , no bactericidal effect was noted!~. They concluded 
that the alpha rays -had the greatest and the ggmma rays 
the weakest bactericidal effect; ~ , 
Pfeiffer and Friedberger (1903) r~~ using 25 mg - of radium-
bromide·, . exposed VT~cholerae: , , S'i-typhosa and spores of 
B"~anthraeis to the total radium· emanation!~ . They found that 
the radium source must be kept at least 1 em- from the surface 
in order to achieve a complete inhibitory effect and, , with 
the exception- of the anthrax spores, _ the inhibitory effect 
appeared after 24 hours of exposure; the spores required 
48 hours before the killing effect was noted!~ , They further 
showed, . and as later verified (Dorrr-, , et all905} , , that the 
direct cause of action was the emanations · and not ~ any toxic 
products, , such as hydrogen peroxide--, ,_ produced in the ~ medium: 
as a result of their act iont~ _. 
Dixon~ and Wigham (1903) found that when P~aeroginosa· , , 
s- ~·typhosa, . Si~marcescens, _and B1~anthracis in- agar medium were 
exposed to the beta radiations ~rom 5 mg of\· radium ... bromide·,, 
a ·marked inhibition of growth occurred~ _.The exposure was 
. 
for four days at a distan·ce of 4~5 cm·.-.did not appear suff-
icient to kill the bacteria but appeared adequate to arrest 
their growth~. Zinsser and Van- Beuren- (1903), -attempted to 
repeat Dixon.'s and Wigham 1s ·: experiments -· using 12 mg of 
uranium on cultures of s·~typhosa-,Si~ _ aureus and p,~aeroginosa:=~ -· 
I 
,I 
Their results were entirely negative·~ . Prescott (1904) :, , 
using radium .... bromide in a metallic capsule t~t permitted only 
beta and gamma rays to escape·, . irradiated 24 hour old 
cultures of E·~coli and c·~diphtheriae for 20-80 minutes and' 
reported negative results·~ , Suess- (1908) 1 : also reported 
negative results upon irradiating a culture of M'~tuberculosia"' 
with a strong radium source~ 
Iredell and Minett . (1909), exposed agar plates inoculated 
with P·~aerogenosa, , S· ~ . aureus.t. E~ooli, . and F.anthracis ·for, 
10, . 20, , and 60 minutes to radium rays; the radium salts were 
applied directly to the surface of the media··~ .Transfers were 
made from the exposed and unexposed areas on the same plates~ . 
The capacity for staining, growth, , and reproduction- was 
unimpaired and no difference cou]d be detected~ . The quantity 
of radium salts utilized '\'las not stat ed1~ . 
Dorrr,~auman and Valentiner (1905), : utilizing 30 mg of 
radiunr as a source·, : exposed broth and agar cultures of 
V~choler~ uand S.typhosa to radioao.tive air for 10-12 
minutes, . 3 times a day for 3 days· ~ . A diminution in growth 
was noted in such irradiated cultures and a count of colonies 
showed the number of surviving organisms to be one third 
that of the control; ~ . Negative results were reported when: 
0~04 to 0·~15 mg of radium-chloride were utilized as a source 
of radioactive air·~ Fouchard and Balthazard (1906 )·,.found 
cessation of growth in agar cultures of P'~fluorescens , : 
p.:~aerogenosa, and S~< marcescens with\Y--~003 to 0~15 mg· of 
I 
radium-br omide for 3 hoursi~ . Method of irradiation differed; 
where as the former workers utilized air curr ents of eman-
at ions, . the latter workers used glass capillaries contain-
ing the radium salts placed on the mediaE~ . 
The first publication, that showed a quantitative estimate-
of the intensity of radioactivity used, was t hat of Chambers 
and Russ (1912)~~- · These investigators exposed a suspension 
of s·~aureus in distilled water to the beta rays of radium 
" 
of a strength of 0 ~ 5mc/ml'~ -After irradiation, _ measured 
' 
volumes o~ bacterial suspensions were plated on agar and the 
number of colonies that developed was compared to a control; 
a completely lethal effect upon the suspension was noted 
after 5 hours exposure- ~ :With a dose of 0~67 mc/ml there 
occurred a complete lethal action after 4 hours~ . Employing 
a dose of 0~ 36 mc/ml, . there were 2~ 5x108 organisms per ml 
as compared to 3xl09 bacteria in the control! ~ .· Exposure of a 
suspension of S'~aureus to gamma rays of a 7 mg s:ource of 
radium-bromide gave no evidence of any effect after one 
week'~. 'When beta rays from the same source were used, : a ::<. 
completely lethal effect was noted·, . the destruction of the 
bacteria occuring at an approximately exponential rate~ ­
Leque)( and Chome (1919), . were unable to detect any 
destructive influence from radium rays on the typhoid, 
cocci and colon groups of organisms: ~ . The rays arrest~d the 
progress of the culture, checked pigment production, . and 
caused agglutination, but no bactericidal action was evident 
except on the g·onoco·ccll and perhaps for the staphylococci'~. 
No data was given as to dose or type of emanation employed' ~ 
The conclusion·, that seemed to be reached by the majority 
of these early workers, was that the inhibition of growth 
depended upon the type of bacterium used, the quani1.yy of 
radiation, the duration · of action and the type ~f radiation, 
the alpha and beta rays bei_ng the most bactericidal'~ . 
Studies by later workers (Bruynoghe and Mund,l925; : 
Bruynoghe and DUbois, 1925) confirmed these early reports 
· with more detailed studies: ~ The above named investigators 
int~oduced capillary tubes containing 5 to 6 me of radium-
( emitting only beta rays) into cultures of P~aerogenosa· , 
S.typhosa, E~coli, V·~choler~, S~paratyphi·, , B:-~subtilis, and· 
B1. , anthracis for 48 hours;~ There were differences noted in 
the inhibition of growth and inability of the bacteria to 
divide' ~ The first four mentioned organisms were very sus-
ceptible and were entirely "sterilized"; the latter three 
were variable in susceptibility to "sterilization 11 ~ Exposure 
. r. 
of Trypanasoma. inoperat1m and Eeptospira icterohaemorrhagiae:-
to radium radiation of 5 me strength for 28-62 hours rendered 
I 
I 
I 
II 
these organisms uncultivatable' ~ These results were well 
summarized by Lacassagne and Paulin (1925), who plated 
various bacteria on- agar and then placed a radon capillary:, . 
emitting only beta rays, on the plate and incubated for 
48 hours· ~ .The distance of the' sterile' zone surrounding 
the capillary was then measured, the results are shown in· 
Table #1·~ 
Table #1 
Effects of Beta Rays on Various Bacteria * 
P~ . aerogenosa --------46 mm S; ~ dysenteriae-------17 mm 
~ ,tumefaciens--------39 Sarcinae-------------15 
S j paratyphi A --------34 S~ . aureus------------14 
S'~typhosa-------------30 E~coli---------------14 
s:~marcescens------- ---26 R:~ . pmeumoniaa--------13 
Hoffman 1 s Bacillus----24 B:~subt ilis-----------13 
-
C~diphtheriae------- --20 Enterococci----------13 
S .paratyphi B~--------19 S·~hemolyticus--------11 
V·~ cholern------------19 B~anthracis-------'---10 
Bi mesentericus--------17 
• Adapted from Lacassagne 
and Paulin 19 25 
10~. 
==t 
I Stmmons and Straus (1928) studied the effects of alpha, . 
.i 
beta and gamma rays on cultures of s.marcescens and s.aureus~ . II 
These authors used thorium needles -which emitted beta and 
gamma rays and part of the alpha to a strength of 0.5 me/em • . 
They also utilized gold capillaries of 0.1 mm and gold 
needles of 0~3 mm thiclrness respectively· ~. The former absorbed 
the total alpha rays and the weakes£ part of the gamma 
rays. The latter, abaorbed practivally all of the alpha 
and beta rays and let the fast gamma rays through. , The 
results, . after 48-72 hours incubation, : showed that the I 
needles which emitted all three rays · were the most effective I 
in producing "sterilization". Those that were filtered 11 
showed less·:: effect. They concluded that the alpha rays were il 
the most important and the gamma rays the least important 
in causing 1lethal action'~ . 
Kloverk8rn and Gaertner (1928), utilizing 15 mg of radium 
as a source of gamma ·- rays, studied the effects of these rays 
on cultures of S~aureus, E~coli, and B'imesentericusr~, They 
noteEf ' a slight diminution in growth, but no 11killing"effect , , 
after 24 hours exposure • . Using gamma rays emitted from 
70-700 mg of radium, no completely "killing" effect was 
noted. Rivera (1928 ,1929) utilized the gamma rays emitted 
from 1 gram of radium and reported negative·. results with 
~tumefaciens'~ . On the other hand, Dozois at a1 (1936), 
irradiating E.coli suspensions with gamma rays from a 10 mg 
I 
I 
II: e. 
radium source, . 3.1 em from the center of the suspension, 
found that the number of viable cells per ml decreased a.s-
the dosage increased, . reaching a maximum with a --dosage of 
1,960 mg hours1~ ,The opinion, held by recent authors, 
(Lea et al, 1937, 1941, 1947 ), is that gamma rays are 
relatively important in "lethal mutations n,~ . This view will 
be discussed in a later section~ . 
.,, ( ) Hercik 1933,1934,1935 exposed agar cultures of 
S.marcescens to the alpha rays of a polonium source for a 
24 hour interval--~ The results showed that when the percentage 
of survivors was plotted against the exposure time the 
curve was exponential and could be characterized by the 
- •»lao formula rr- noeo:. , ~ where no is the initial number of 
organisms, and n' is the number which survives a -- dose IT; 
DO is the dose required to score an average of one ion~ 
ization within an organism~ , Using various strengths of 
polonium sources, expressed in electro-static units, he 
found that the lethal dose varied in time according to the 
strengt}+ of preparation used and the distance from the cultures 
His results are shown 1n Table #2i. 
12~ 
Table·· # 2 ~ 
The Eff ects of Alpha Rays on S~marcescens * 
., 
l • !.~2~ .2 ESU' ' ... 1 ~4 ESU 
• • •• • · :. Exposure in-. • '• Exposure • • %'' 
. • .Exposure •• %/ 
• surv- • in· • surv- . .• in • surv-
minutes • iving • minutes · : . iving • .minutes:: • iving 
• • • •• • 
20 • 81- ~2 • I • 8 • 0.17 • • 86 
II ;·
~ . 
• • • • • • 40 • 49~4 • 2 ~ • 45 • 0~50 •• 71 
• . . • • . . 60 • 22 6 • • • 53 2 • . ' 1'' 5" • .. 50 
• • • • • . . jl: 80 • 10~:2 • 4 • 27~7 • 2·0 . . 20~6 I 
... • 
. . 
• .. Jl 
... 
• 
... 
• 2 • 22.1 • 4.0 .. 12.6 J 
• • •· • . . • 
- • - • 8 • 11.2 • 6.0 . ' 6.6- _i. 
• • • • • • . :
-
. ' ... • • 
... 
•• 
... 
• • 8.0 . . 0.2 . t , 
--* Adapted from I Her~{k (1933~: 1934) I I 
-** Electro-static Units I 
' 
• .,!. I 
I 
.. 
·' I 
' 
I 
Spencer (1934) implanted broth culturell3 of' ~- typhosa,~ 
Proteus Xl9, . and S·~viridans with 1 to 5 mi1ligram needles': 
of' radon and incubated these at 37 cr~.There was a decided 
retardation of' growth during the first 6 to 8 hours when 
compared with a similarily inoculated, . non-irraddated 
control~ . Af'ter 24 hours there was no marked difference 
between the irradiated and the control tubes·~ . After eight 
to ten daily transfers·, the irradiated organisms sometimes 
grew more luxurianlty. Metalnikof'f et al (1939, 1940) 
have shown that bacteria in the presence of' 0~3 to 20 m·c 
of radon show more luxuriant growth than the controls after 
'· 24 hours!.incubation. Spencer (1934) further showed that if the ( 
same organisms were irradiated at 0 ~~ . the organisms were 
gradually killed, and he concluded that the metabolic 
condition was the most important factor in the vulnerability 
to the rays of radium, while the temperature per se- at 
which the organisms were irradiated did not play an importam± 
role, , but controlled the rate of metabolism•~ .. 
In 1935~ . Spencer demonstrated the differential effects of' 
beta and gamma rays of radium • . Using the same micro8rganisms, 
he permitted them to grow in the presence of radium enclosed 
in two different types of' casings· ~ The first had a den-sity 
of' 21~5 mm and screened off 99 per cent of the prima~ 
beta radiations with a gamma equivalent of' 10 mg of radium; 
the second was of monel metal with a density of B.Tmm and 
14. 
screened off 85 per cent of the beta radiations~ .The 
wall thickness of the latter was 0~25 mm as compared with 
a wall thickness of 0.5 mm of the former·~ The tube that 
permitted the greatest amount of beta radiation to pass 
through showed a zone of inhibition around the needle~ None 
of the te&~s with gamma rays showed any inhibition except 
for the development of filamentous and thread-like forms 
after 24 hours incubation~. 
Lea et al (1936, 1937, .1941) have done the most recent 
and the most comprehensive studies of the bactericidal 
effects of rad~ations~ , Their primary object was to 
elucidate the mechanisms of the bactericidal action of 
radiations and they have put forth an interpretation which 
they consider to afford a consistant explanation of all the 
experimental facts and which is rendered plausible by a 
comparison of the effects of radiations on other biological 
systemsi·~ .·This theory, the "target theory 11 will be discussed 
further under the heading Mechanisms of Action. 
The effefts of alpha, beta, and gamma rays were studied 
separately on E.coli·, S~aureus •, , and spores of B~mesentericus· 
and B~megatheriumi~ . Unlike other workers, they prepared 
their organisms on loopfuls of dried gelatin films,: which 
were then irradiated and dissolved in an appropriate medium 
~efore culturing. Exposure of the bacteria and the spores 
varied from 0 to 90 seconds· • . In the early studies, . these 
authors showed that during irradiation at a steady intensity, 
the death rate remained constanti~. Thus, , when a count was ·. 
made of the number of organisms viable at regular intervals 
of time, the numbers diminished in a geometrical progression~. 
In Figure #1, the ~ effects of exposure of spores of B~mesen­
tericus to alpha rays are ahown~ As can be seen from this 
~igure, the fraction of surviving organisms was found to be 
an exponentially diminishing f unction of the time of 
irradiation~ 
When spores of B~mesentericus were exposed to the beta 
rays of a rad·on· source of a initial strength of 250 me 
for 1 to 90 minutes, the fraction surviving was again found 
to be an exponential function of the corrected exposure 
time. Th~ exposure times were corrected to equivalent ~imes 
corresponding to a ·· unifonn strength of 250 me~ This data is 
represented graphically in Figure #2~ _Results with S.aureus,, 
and E~coli were practically identical; the strength of the 
polonium source of alpha rays was 6~31 me and 5.59 me 
respectively (see Figures #3 & #4) ;~ . 
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The eff ect of gamma rays from 920 mg of radium-, 
filtered a'O that only the gamma rays reached the material, 
was also studied. Exposures were made on- aqueous suspensions 
of E~coli and spores of B~mesentericus and B"~megatherium ,~ 
in concentrations of 106 bacteria per ml~ . The intensity 
of the radiation was 1500 roentgen units per hour,, 
(roentgen unit·, , r,, is a unit based on ionization in water 
or tissues and correspnds to about 2x10l2 ionizations per 
ml h In some instances the irradiation was carried out 
during the lag phase and in others during the log phase 
of growth~ Samples were taken at intervals from the 
irradiated and from a control tubes and were plated. The 
number of organisms in the exposed tubes was found to 
diminish ~oughly, exponentially, . at a rate which was smaller, 
the greater the growth in- the controls. In the experiments 
in which the controls were multiplying sufficiently rapidly, 
the viable population of the exposed tube increased, but at 
a slower rate~ Results of the experiments are shown, in 
Figures #5 & #6; the latter is ocomposite curve embodying the 
results of two experiments, . in one of which irradiation was 
corr:menced in the lag phase, and th oth er in the lo~ pka.se 
o:r growth~ From the results of the exponential curves·, . 
Lea· et al (1936, 1937) have calculated the mean lethal 
dose, MLD
1 
or inactivation dose :ror each of the bacteria 
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tested under the influence of the different rays employed~ _ 
B.y the term MLD·, ~ they refer to the dose which corresponds to 
an average of "one hit" per "target"', . (this is spoken of as 
the m~lecule or structure in which ionization is produced, 
and the product ion of ionization 1n it is known as a "hit 11 h , 
The resul ts of their investigations can be seen in Table #3~ 
Zirkle (1940) ', . exposed E~coli for varying lengths of 
time to the alpha rays of a pol9nium source and reported 
identical results as Lea et al as to the type of survival 
curve and mechan!tlms of action~ : However·, . he found that the 
~ was a higher value·~ .· His metlioc1 of irradiation differed; 
whereas the former workers utili~ed films of dried g~latin 
for irradiation, he employed aqueous suspensions~ A compar-
ison of his results with those of Lea et al are given in 
Table #3~ . 
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Table #3 
Lethal Dose of Various Radiations on Bacteria 
(Doses in units of 10~ Roentgens) 
1: 
. • 
-· 
• Or~anisms ' Beta Gamma ;· · Alpha Reference • • . 
• 
j . - • 
' 4 4 • E~coli • 4xl03r '• 5~2xl03r · ~ 2. x10 r. Lea et al (1941 ; 
• • • 6~4xl04 • Zirkle_._ll94~ · E~coli • ... • - • • ; 
• • • • B~ mesent- i •• Lea et al ! - 5 .. 2xl05 • 26x1o4 ericus · • . l.lxlO ~ .. . . • (1936, 1937) 
spores i I . . • • . 
• 
-· 
• : .. ff'~megath- • • 9xl04 • 
. '
wrium 
-
i. I ' 
-
II 
• • ... 
spores r • • • .. -
·'• 
I 
'• . 
- 4 ;! • • S'~aureus .. '• iii 2.4xl0 ·• II • • 
-
As ·-:can be seen from these results, the mean !.athal doses -
increase from left to right, which is the order of increasing 
ion-density'~ Lea, (147) has reported a similiar increase o:r 
mean lethal dose with increase of ion-density with i~aero­
genosa and B'~ proteus~ . With spores, it has been found that 
the MLD is the same for the gamma rays and different wave-
lengths of X-Rays, and is less for alpha rays: ~ . This inter-
eating difference in behavior between spores and vegatative 
baateria has not yet been sufficiently investigated (liea,, 
1947)'~ -
Lea (1947) ' -~ has reported that, when E~coli, . in aqueous 
suspensions of concentrations ranging from 104 to 109 organisms 
I 
i. _. 
• 
• I- ~ 
• 
.•. 
'· ·· 
•• 
. .
• · 
• 
•· 
• 
···-
• 
. .. 
per ml, was irradiated by gamma rays,, the fraction of the 
organisms killed by a given dose was independent of the 
concentration of the organisms in the suspension, indicating 
that the death of the batteria was due ~ to the energy diss-
ipated by the radiation 1n the bacterium itself and not an 
indirect action due to the dissipation of the energy of the 
water~ . Earlier, Luria and Exner (1941) had reported that 
when bacteriophages in aqueous or saline suspensions were 
irradiated, the rate of ~nactivation was more rapid than 1n 
broth suspensions~ With the additorr of gelatin to the aqueous 
suspensions the inactivation rate was reduced to the value 
found in brotH~ They concluded that in aqueous sus pens ions 
I inactivation is partly indirect, presumably by the inter-
mediary of some activated water which is responsible for 
the chemical effects of radiation in solution~ . 
When spores of B'~mesentericus were irradiated by beta 
and alpha rays at 41 01 . 20 c:·, , and -20 C. (Lea et al, , 1936) J : 
E~coli by gamma rays at 0 to 37 cr. ,(Lea et'· al 19)70; and 
S'~marcescens by alpha rays at from 2.5 to 36 c: (Her~:!k, . 
1934a); it was found that the effect of a given dose is 
independent of the temperature at which the bacteria are 
irradiated~ A graphic representation of this can be seen in 
Figure #~~ It was also shown by Lea and his co-workers that 
1 the effect of a given dose of radiation is independent of 
! 
whether the radiation is given at high intensity for a 
short time or a low intensity for a lon~ time (Lea et al, 
1937)r~ _. 
The only report ~~ the effect of radioactive isotopes 
on sus pens ions of bacteria is that of Schmidt (1948) ~ . 
Radioactive phosphorus IP3 2 ) in strengths of 50, . 100, 
500, and 1000 me was added to suspensions of E~coli in 
phosphate buffer and incubated, samples beirig taken at 
various intervals and plat·ed. It was evident from the 4ata 
presented that this yte).ded a very lethal eff ect. As seen 
in Figure 17, a uniform logarithmic rate did not prevail 
thoughout the experiment, but in each case the rate of 
death was greatest during the first 20 · hours~ . Complete 
"sterilization" was not obtained in the highest concentration 
used~ . 
Figure #7 
Survivial 
Buffer in 
25~ 
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:rn~ general, , the results of experiments with radioactive 
emanations, indicate that some lethal effect upon micro-
Brganisms may be expecteru~ _ The degree of the effect appears 
;.'7"1 
to depend upon the intensity and dura¢tion of radiation·, 
the type of exposed or~anisms, . the conditions of exposure 
and the nature or radiation employed~ , The experimental 
results of Lea and his co-workers have established the 
follcwing facts: · 
(1) The survival curves are exponential 
(a} The mean· lethal dose is independent of the 
intensity and the temperature at which 
irradiations are made 
~~) In the case of vegatative bacteria the mean 
lethal ~oses of different radiations 
increase in the order of increasing 
ion-density, 1e· ~ beta, . gamma and alpha~ . 
II~ Changes·:· 1n Cultural Characteristics 
and C~llular Morphology 
The first studies in the changes ·~ of cultural character-
is't:ics caused by radioactive emanations were those of 
B-ouchard and Balthazard (1906) ' ~ - They exposed pigment-
producing bacilli such as P·.florescens and P~aeroginosa 
to 0~003 - 0~006 mg of radium-bromide for varying lengths 
of time~ The bacteria were unable to produce pigment 
while under the influence of the radium source, but after 
3-4 subcultures, recovery of their chromogenic properties 
was noted~ - It was also noted that the length of the bacilli 
increased progressivley when doses greater than 0.15 mg of 
I 
radium salts were used~ .The phenomenon of failure of 
pigment production was also observed by Lequex and Chom~ 
(1919) as well as Bisceglia (1927)~ - Bruynoghe and Mund (1925) 
· also had shown that the bact.eria had lost their ability to 
d~vide, .and their mobilj,.ty was retarded• 
Schroetter (1928) exposed variousbacilli and cocci-
bacilli to radon in doses of 0.05 -40 me of an intensity 
of 5-250 microcuries;~ . He reported that the bacilli sometimes 
elongated to fifty times their normal length and becaome 
. filamentous-• . The cocci-bacilli, on the other hand, . swelled,: 
increasing in size in all diameters~ . He also found that 
spirochaetes did not change their size, . but were eventually 
27~. 
killed by the rays, . although remaining motile for a 
considerable time~ 
Zholkevich (1929) noted that giant cells developed when 
low dosages of radium (intensity of 0~5- 2.5 me) were 
. " . applied to cultures of M;leprae. When 10- 52 me were 
utilized, branching colonies and involutional forms were 
observed·~ Bisceglie (1927) had also noted that when 
Mfe tuberculosis was irradiated for three subcultures by 5-
mg of radium, : it lost its acid-fast properties and became 
' thread-like and granulated~ In ' later report, , Zholkevich 
(1932) found that when 8~ enteritidis was irradiated for 
12 hours from a 10 me radon source, several new strains 
were obtained with transmissible characteristics, . and 
dissociations from smooth to rough occurred. Attempts to 
revert the new strain to the original by the use of immune 
sera proved unsuccessful~ -
Spencer (1935) showed that when a N~Y~. 5 strain of 
S.hemolyticus was irradiated with 5 and J5 mg radium needles 
for 12 da:\fS, the formation · of organisms serologically and 
culturally distinct from the original streptococci 
resulted • . 
Further studies in cultural characteristics were done 
by Metalnikov and Yakimach (1939a, 1939b, . 1940); · 
Gehelovitch (1940), . and T 'ung and HsH (1941) · ~ The first 
mentioned workers utilized radon in glass capillary tu~es, , 
the strength of which '\faried betwee!I'. 0~34 to 8 me· ~ They 
. . . ,. 
exposed sarcina, M~tuberculosis, . S·.typhosa and V~cholerae 
for periods of time varying between 4 and 20 days. They 
noted that the larger the dose used the -greater the 
morphological effect • . All types of w~ird forms were found, 
ranging from chains of filiform and br~ing organisms 
to dumbell, vacuolated .and streptococcoidal forms~ 
When utilizing radon of a strength of 5- 80 me they 
obtained not only these weird froms but also stable variants· ~ 
Gehelovitch (1940), _obtained a sarcina with salmon-
colored colonies by irradiation. When these irradiated 
bacteria were further subjected to emanations, after a 
nine month lapse, the production of a new variant, which 
formed minute colorless colonies composed of cocci, , rods, 
and intermediate forms resulted~ This colorless variant was 
unstable and dissociated after 4 to 6 days into salmon--
colored colonies under either agrobic or anagrobic conditions. 
Biochemical tests showed these secondary colonies to have the 
same properties as the oi71ginal culture~ 
T'ung and Hs~ (1941), exposed Type I pneumococci to 
the gamma rays produced from eadon tubes of 150 me stength~ 
Then culture was transferred every 48 hours into a new 
medium and the radon source was replenished to the initial , 
s~rength of 150 me. They noted that after 20 days of such 
treatment the colonies became small, dry and :Uough, . soluble 
29~ 
1n bile and agglutinatable by Type II and ~ype III sera • . 
These dissociants remained stable for at least 6 months 
with no reversion back to smooth colonies. Attempts to revert 
this new type back to the original Type I by inoculation 
into animals and immune sera were negatlve~~ 
Nature of the long forms 
Spencer (1935) irradiated suspensions of E.coli and 
Pro~eus Xl9 and showed formatio n of giant forms and long 
filamentous forms which occured only when irradiation 
took place over many generations~ He noted that there was 
a tendency for these long forms to persist in subsequent 
transplants which were not irradiated. Spencer concluded 
that either cell division was r~~~rded by a irradiating 
effect which was sublethal, while the normal individuals 
continue to grow at a normal rate, or growth was stimulated 
and the normal rate of cell division was unable to keep up 
w~th ehe accelerated growth~ Since the beta rays are 
generally regarded as lethal, he assumed the change was due 
to the gamma radiation, but offered no evidence~ 
Lea et al (1937) have .dome the most extensive invest-. 
igations on the production of and the nature of these long 
forms. Broth cultures of E.coli were incubated for 10.5 
hours at 22 C ~ . Irradiation was by gamma rays froma radium 
source whose intensity was 2100 roentgen units per hour~ 
Samples were taken at intervals and measurements were made 
of the lengths' of 50 organisms' ~ . In figure #8 the mean 
lengths are plotted as a function· of the time of irradiation~. 
In Figures #9 & #10 are shown the frequenc~ of occurrence 
of different lengths in the control andnthe irradiated 
culture after 4.2 hours irradiation. 
These authors have also shown that in the absence of 
irradiation, the number of cells in-the culture increased as 
an exponential function of the time, so that a straight line 
was obtained by plotting the logarithm of the cell count 
against time~ .Since the mean cell size remained nearly 
constant and since practically all the cells were viable, 
there was no appreciable difference between the gradiants 
obtained by plotting the total count, the viable count, or 
the total length of all the organisms in the cult~re~ 
Curve C of Figure #11 shows this gradiant as corresponding to 
a tenfold increase in about 4.5 hours. When the growing culturE 
wAs placed over a radium source (continuous gamma irrad-
iation at 35 r/minute) 41vieion ceased after a short time and 
the toual count became pr~ctically constant as shown by 
Curve A~ .The viable count (Curve B) diminished owing to 
the f'act that, in addition ·to inhibiting the division of 
all of the organisms, the radiation Jilled some organams·~. 
In the meantime, _ the length of the cells increased marketly'~. 
A·measurement of the total length of all the cells in the 
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culture under~stimated the growth rate, since the dead cells .: 
as well as growing ones were included~ .Curve D (Figure #11) 
shows the manner in which the length of the longest organ-
isms increase:d during irradia:tion. It can be seen that the 
gradient of Curve D (the ~ate of increase of length of 
non-dividing cells in the irradiated culture) was practically 
the same as the gradient of Curve C (the rate of increase of 
the total length of all the cells in the non-irradiated 
culture). They concluded that the growth rate, which was 
interpreted as the rate of volume increase, was the same for 
non-irradiated cells as for the living irradiated cells, but 
in the former case division occurred so that the cells 
maintained a nearly constant size but increased in number, , 
whfle in the latter case, division was inhibited so that the 
size of the indiyidual cells increas ed but their number 
remained constant~ 
It seems likely that the effect of radiation is inhibiting 
division and it is due to some chemical change in the cell, 
but it is no~ yet clear whether the change consists essent-
ially in the destruction of some component needed for division 
to occur, or in the production of some substances having a 
inhibiting effect. The inhibition, . which is produced, is 
only temporary and the organisms, which have been inhibited, 
are able to divide and produce normal individuals; this 
implies that there is a reformation of the component destroyed,, 
or there is a removal of the inhibitory substance. This 
suggestion has been nade by Mitchell (1942) who believes that 
the delay in division is due to an interference in the 
nucleic acid cycle, resulting in a failure of conversion 
of ribonucleic acid to desoxyribonucleic acid. Evidence in 
support of the view isprovided by the observation of Mitchell 
that ribonucleotides accumulate in the cytoplasm of the 
cells after irradiation. 
Unlike earlier workers Lea et al(l937) have found no 
decrease in motility between the normal and abmormal forms9 
The long forms exhibited a curious undulating motion as 
compared to the fast darting motion of the controls. This 
occurred when the long forms were segmented~ Long forms up 
to 100 micra in length were observed in broth, and very 
much larger forms in agar. There was no appreciable change 
in the diameter of the cells. Certain long forms after 
prolonged periods of irradiation lost their motility and 
bec ame markedly granular and in time disintegrated. 
========*===========-=-=-~--~=-=-=-==-======-~~~~~========================~======= 
Alterations in Biochemical .And 
Physiological Characteristics 
Shtern· and Sushkina (1936) have shown that when 
A~chro8coccum was grown on petri dishes in the presence of 
2~4-7.0 me of radium, it was possible to obtain more 
active nitrogen-fixing dissociates'~ , One of the ne\"l strains 
obtained was able to fix 8~96 mg of nitrogen as compared 
~ with6~09 mg in the control~ 
Stoklassa and ~i~ka (1928), studied the influence of 
alpha, :beta and gamma rays, . and gamma rays alone on- the 
following processess: assimilatiorr of elementary nitrogen 
by A. chro8coccum in pure and in soil cultures; the action 
of the proteolytic enzymes that cause decomposition of 
organi~c nitrogenous substances intoo ammonia of B.micoides,, 
B~mesehtericus, B.vulgatus and B.hortlebea~ In general the 
influence of the total rays seemed to be favorable to the 
different processes~ In the case of ammonifj_cation, it was 
demonstrated that the alpha rays had a physiological action 
quite different from that of the beta and the gamma rays. 
~lhereas the proteolytic action from alpha rays was not 
favored, the action was greatly intensified by the beta and 
gamma rays, and it was sho"m that under the influence of 
beta and gamma rays, amore rapid decomposition takes place 
as well as a greater denitrification as assimilation. 
Ghelelovitch (1940) showed that once sarcinae were 
I · . 
irradiated, the bacteria no longer fermeted dextrose or liq-
uefied gelatin~ 
The only other physiological study on bacteria, aside from 
changes in motility,, is the decrease in respiration~ _ The 
latter study was carried out by Bon~t-Maury et al (1937'cr, , 
1943h . Suspensions of E~coli were irradiated by means of 
radon capillaries of different strengths, , and the oxygen 
uptake was then measured by the Warburg technique~ . Table # 4 
shows the percentage of oxygen consumed as a function of the 
duration of the experiment· ~ Figure #12 shows the same results 
as a plot· ~ 
Table #4 
Percentage of Oxygen Cobsumed as a Function. 
of the Duration of Respiration* 
• 
• Dose of • Duration· of Respiration in Hours • 
• 
Radon- in: • • 
• micro- .  1 • 2 • 3 • 4 • 5 • 
• curiesLml • • • • • • 
. . • • 
; . 
• • • 
. . 0 ' .  100~ • 100~ • 100~ . .100~ • 100~ • 
• ·• • • • • • l~ . 21 • 68 • 69 • 73 ·• 72 • 7:2 • 
• • • • • • • 
• 28 • .l~2 • 44 • 46 • 42 ... 42 '• 
• • • • .  • • 
• ~7 • 11 • 12 • 11.~ • 11.~ • 11 • 
• ' . • • • • • 
• 92 i • 2·2 • 4.5 • 4.2 ' . 4.2 • 4 • 
-*Bonet- Maury et al 
(1943) 
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It is obvious from these results that radiation · causes a~ 
reduction in respiration but a constant level is held~ The 
authors also concluded that there is no critical dose that 
stops respiration entirely'; . With M-~tuberculosis, on the 
other handt,, the authors have shown that the critical dose o-r-· 
20 microcuries per ml was necessary to supress respiration 
completely (Bon~t- Maury et al 1939a;o, l 1939bh. 
) 
Changes inV1rulence 
A decrease in virulence for guinea pigs and mice has 
been noted in various bacteria after they have been ir~ 
adiated~ 
Bouchard and Balthazard (1906) have shown that when 
I 
I• aeroginosa had been irradiated for from 12-24 hours by 
25 mg of radium a marked reduction in virulence for 
guinea pigs ~ccurred, three to four times the amount 
necessary to kill the controls, was necessary to cause 
death~ Bruynoghe and Dubois (1925) also have shown that 
when Trypanosoma inopinatum and Leptospira icterohemm• 
orrgile were exposed to radiation of a 5 me dose for 28-
62 hours the organisms were rendered non-infectious for 
guinea pigs; T 1ung and Hsa (1940) have also shown that 
after 20 days exposure to 150 me of radium Type I 
Pneumococci lost th4ir virulence for mice~. 
The largest amount of investigations ha•been carried out 
with tubercle bacilli of human origin. Bisceglia (1927) has 
found that tubercle bacilli must be irradiated for at least 
3 subcultures to lose their virulence~ .. When the bacteria, 
which had beerr irradiated for 5 days by 5 mg of radium 
salts, . were injected into guinea pigs, no~ deaths occurred 
but the controls died in 2. 5 months~ A local lest on usually 
developed in such guinea pigs but became ulcerated and was 
eeabsorbed~ The tuberculin reaction was positive~ . The 
40~ 
surviving guinea pigs, thus injected,_ were killed at 6 
months·~ .Post-mo:t'tem examination showed no gross pathological 
signs of tuberculosis except for a slight lymphadenitis at 
the site of the local nodule~ A further study was made on 
the immune mechanism~ Irradiated tubercle bacilli were 
injected (0~30mg); ··after a period of 7 days the animals were 
challenged with 0~50 mg of the virulent organisms~ c·ontrols 
w·ere run on all experiments~ .The tuberculin reactions in all 
animals were positive at the end of the first month. The 
controls diej of a fulmunating type of tuberculosis in 2.5 
months~ The experimental animals were well at the end of 6~ 
months and were sacrificed' ~ No spedific lesions were II'Oted:~ 
The duration of immunity was not discussed~ ~ In a earlier 
work, Suess (1908) exposed tubercle bacilli to highly 
active radioautive emanations(strength of source not 
stated) for 2 days without any apparent effect on patho-
genicity~ 
Bonet-Maury et al (193tra, .193'7b-, 1939a, . 1939b) and 
Olivier et al (1940) have shown that in order to suppress · 
virulence a dose of 15 microcuries per ml of bacterial 
suspensions was necessary~ Duration of irradiation was not 
stated~ Radiation of the bac~eria was carried out by means 
of radon capillaries placed in broth cultures. Each animal 
received 5 mg of irradiated bacilli, and the survival of 
the animals was noted~ .Table #5 summarizeS? the results•~ . 
Table #5 
Suppression of Virulence for the Guinea Pig* 
.. Dose in • Survival • Intracutaneous. 
• microcuries • in- days • Reaction • 
• 12er ml : . . .. • 
• • • • 
• 0 • 122 • .f.: .. • 
• • • • 
• 12 • 149 • f_ • · 
• • • • 
• 14 • 190 • • 
. 
. . . • • 
. . 
• 16 260 • • • •· . . 
• • • • 
• l8 • 260 • • 
• • • • 
.. 21 • 260 •· ai • 
* ·Olivier and 
Benet-Maury (1940) 
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Mechanism of Action 
The radiations with which we have been concerned are 
the alpha, beta and gamma rays of radioactive substances'~ _ 
These are grouped together along with the x-rays, : protons, _ 
and neutrons as ionizing radiations. Most of the physical 
data which exists refers to the passage of alpha, beta, 
and gamma particles th~ough gases~ The energy absorp-
tion and the production of ionization on a given mass of 
material is, however, independent of the physical state 
and only slightly dependent u pon the state of chemical 
combination. Thus the phenomena in the solid and liquid 
phase can be inferr ed from the experiments on the 
gaseous phase ( Stuhlman_ , 1943 h When these radiations 
pass through matter, they undergo numerous collisions 
with the molecules of matter; when this occurs, energy, 
which varied in amount from a few ele ctron v olts to 
several hundred electron volts, is transferr ed. The less 
energetic collisions result in excitation; the more 
energetic in · ionization (Lea, 1946). 
Ionization rather than excitation has become generally 
regarded as the link between energy absorption and 
biological response, and a hypothesis was put forward 
I 
I 
... 
according to which there exists in the cell a specially 
sensitive volume within which ionizations are biologically 
eff ective and these account for the changes subsequently 
observed (Croi'Ither, 1926; Holweck and Lacas s agne, 1929; 
Glocker, 1932). Although many ionizing particles pass 
through the organism before it is killed , its death, 
when it does occur, is due to one of the particles alone--
which chances to pass through this specially sensitive 
region or "target" in the organism. On account of the 
small size of the "target~ it is possible for many 
ionizing particles to pass through the organisms without 
producung ionization in the 11 target "• This view of the 
mode of action of radiation is lmown as the "tar~et" or 
"quantum hit theory~ and among its supporters are many 
physicists. 
In the application of the"target theory" to the killing 
of bacteria by radiation, the interpretation of the 
survival curves has played a very important role. When 
the fraction of surviving bacteria is plotted against the 
dose, it is often found that each succesive increment of 
dose kills the same propottion of the remaining organisms, 
rather than the same number of bacteria. In other words, 
when the logarithm of the surviving fraction is plotted 
as a functi on of the dose, a straight line is obtained 
(see Figures i¥3, #4 , #5 ). 
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The central features of the "target theory" rest on the 
interpretation of the statistical law underlying the 
exponential curves: log N/N0 =1fD , where N0 is the 
initial n~~ber of bacteria, N is the number of ba cteria 
surviving , and D is t he dose. The dose D, according to 
the "target theor:;~ represents ultimately the number of 
hits occuring per unit of volume, or "target". The 
const ant .f thus directly represents the size of t he target, 
and a single hit occuring l'li thin t he "target" will kill 
a bacterium. Certain investigators have reported survival 
curves ·which are sigmoid. in shape. Lea (1946) regards 
these curves with suspicion, on the ground that they are 
obtained only when certain sources of error are not 
rigoursly controlled; i.e., adequ ate mixing to prevent 
excessive clumpi ng of ba cteria. Bona fide sigmoid curves, 
however, would be interpreted as signifying that t wo or 
more "hits" il a sensitive volume are required to l-f111 
a bacteria (Lea, 1946). 
The validity of t he assumption that the value k is 
determined by the size of the sensitive volume alone, 
and that a 11hit" \'lithin the "target" is always effective, 
has recently been questioned on theoretical grounds 
by a number of investigators (Jora.an,l939 and Fane, 1942) ~ 
These authors have discussed, as an additional factor to 
considered as influencing the value ~' the pro~bility 
that a 11h:lt 11 occuring in the sensitive volume will produce 
a given effect. This "quantum efficiency" factor which has 
been applied in experimental v10rk by Wollman, Holweck and 
Luria (1940) and by Latarjet (1946), ... approach one, or 
can be very small, depending upon the reaction system envolved 
There have been other hypotheses offered but they all I 
lack conclusive evidence or confirmation. As an alternate 
hypothesis, Scott (1937) has suggested that a chemical or 
metabolic change is produced in the cell by irradiation, 
and he argues that biological as well as chemical changes 
can be explained on the as sumption that individual cells 
differ in their reactions to changes produced; in other 
words there is a variation in individual sensitivity. 
Jordan (1938) has regarded the column of ioniZations 
produced by densely ioni zing particles as a line source 
of heat and considers eff e cts produced at a finite distance 
from it as due to temperature rise. Practically all energy 
dissipated by radiation ultimately becomes degraded to 
heat energy. Thus the dose ·of 105 roentgens is sufficient 
to elevate the temperature about 0.25 c. This small rise 
for such a large dose of radi a.tion infers tha.t temp-
erature Per se is quite inadequate to explain the 
biological effects of ionizing radiations. On the other 
46~ 
hand, this highly localized nature of energy dissipation 
means that the energy, which eventually causes a rise of 
0.25 C in the tissue as a whole, is initially confined 
to a small proportion of the atoms, and could be considered 
to produce a large rise in t h e temperature of these atoms. 
This is the basis of the 11point-heat 11 theory first 
suggested by Dessauer (1923) and revived by Jordan (1938). 
Still a third theory, suggested by Gray (1942) takes 
account of the fact that ionization produced in the \vater 
i nside and immediately surrounding the 11target 11 leads to 
the production of active radicals, l'lhich in turn are 
cap able of produc ing changes within the cell leading to 
death or mutations. 
It appears from t he work of Lea et al (1936, 1937, 1941) 
that a single ionization, is able to kill a bacteria. It 
must be produced in a radio-s ensitive part vlhich 
constitutes only a small fraction of the total bulk of 
t h e b a cterium. They have calculated that an organism such 
as E. coli consists of about 1000 11tarp;ets 11 of a diameter of 
8.16 my, and the organism is u;nable to form a colony if 
an ionization is produced in any one; ... of these "ta.rgets 11 • 
The parallel radiobiological results obt a ined for the 
production of mutations in Drosophila and the killing of 
bacteria have led to the suggestion that the bactericidal 
I 
.I 
effect of radiation may be due to the induction of lethal 
mutations (Lea, 1946). He regards the "target" as a gene . 
This recognition of genes in bacteria has not been 
universally accepted, becanse as bacteria do not propagate 
bisexually, this preclude& the possibility of estab-
lishing the genes as Mendeli'an characters . However , 
bacteria do have markedly complicated properties which 
are maintained intact for numbers of generations, and there 
must be some mechanism for achieving an exact duplication 
of the essential hereditary f actors in each division. 
Lea, therefore, sonsiders t he sterilization of bacteria 
by ionizing radiations as a let.hal mutation. 
Ionization in the bacterium, but not in the genetical 
material , is not without effe ct. It is possible that 
molecules near to a high concentration of ionization 
might suffer chemical change even though they themselves 
are not ionized (Jordan, 1938). It may seem that instead 
of the genetic "target 11 system's ·:;.·b~ing destroyed , 
enzymes or parts of enzyme system's may be destroyed 
(Dale, 1940); or the decomposition products of proteins, 
or other cell constituents, produced as a result of 
irradiation, may act as cell poisons (Lea, 1946)~ Thus 
the i~~ibition of division, the production of mutants and 
biochemical and physiological changes which occur as a 
of treatment vTith radiation may be due to either 
48~ 
(a) the ac cumulation of a inhibitor (cell poison 
hypothesis), or (b) the destruct i on of a compound necessary 
to division or other process e s (enzyme inactivation. 
hyp othesis). 
The "target t he ory" can not be shown to fit all t ypes of 
biol ogical respons e ' to radi ation, since by definition, it 
makes no allo-vranc e for adaptability in living organisms 
to changes in env iorment, includ.i ng those brought about 
by r adiation. 
The cell is n ot inert until it is dead-- and so 
long as it is alive, it is capable of a change 
in behavi or and, with that change, an 
alteration in susceptibility to radiation, which 
can:Pot be predicted (Spear, 1947). 
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II The Tagging of E~Coli with Radioactive modine 
Introduction 
The study to be presented is an outgrowth of the 
unpublished work of Seligman and Schweinburg (1949). These 
authors have shown that suspensions of E.coli in saline 
solution could be tagged radioactively by means of a 
I relatively simple iodination procedure. Such 11tagged 11 
bacteria could then be studied in in vivo experiments 
envolving the migration of the bacterium across the bowel 
w~ll. The present study is an attempt to confirm the 
extent of incorporation using their meth ods with slight 
modifications. An effort was also made to prove that such 
treatecl b a.cteria were radio active, as well as noting any 
cultural differences exhibited by the irradiated m~cro­
~rganisms. 
E~coli: 
Materials and Methods 
The staain was obtained from Dr. Fritz 
Schweinburg of the Beth Israel Hospital, Boston. 
It is a pure culture that had been previously 
isolated from a patient with peritonitis. 
The organisms l'tas carried along by daily 
transfers in Meat-Extract Broth (Difco)~ The 
bacterium gave t h e typical biochemi cal and 
physiological reactions of E. coli (see Table #7). 
Media: The following media were used. 
Difco-Bacto-Nutrient-Broth was dispensed in 
flaslcs and autoclaved for 20 minutes 
at 15 lbs. Final pH 6.8 
Difco-Bacto-Nutr~nt-Agar was dispensed in 
flasks and tubes and autocl 2.ved at 15 
lbs. for 20 minutes. Final pH 6.8 
1 
Sugars- To lOoiDl of M~E.Broth was added 1 gm 
t 
of the desired sugar and 0.2 ml of a 
0.04% solution of Brom-Cresol Purple. 
The following sugars were utilized: 
glucose, maltose, sucrose, lactose, 
mannose, 1-arabinose, and dulcitol. All 
were dispensed in Smith-Durham tubes and 
all except sucrose were autoclaved at 
10-lb. pressure for 10 minutes. Suc r ose 
was sterilized in the Arnold on three 
succ es s i ve days. 
Methyl-Red-Voges Proskauer Media (Difco) was 
dispensed into t ubes and autoclave•. 
Final pH 7.4 
Kligler Iron , (fiifco) \•Tas autocl aved and dispensed 
as slants. Final pH 7.4 
Radioactive Iodine r131 : Several hundred microcuries of 
carrier free Iodine r131 were obtained from 
Dr. Arnold Seligman of the Beth Israel Hosp-
ital. This material has a half life of 8 days 
and emmits primarily beta rays. The material 
was stored at full strength in a lead container, 
and was diluted to 500 microcuries before 
use. 
Geiger-Counter: Radioactive measurements were made on a 
Tracer-Lab Autoscaler \vi th a Victoreen Geiger 
Tube (Bell type with a end mica window weighing 
4 mg per sq. c~). The tubes and samples were 
shielded with 1.5 inches of lead. All specimens 
exhibited at least 2 times background. Before 
measurement specimens were placed in alum~num 
cups of a diameter of 1.5 inches, to each sample 
was added 0.3 ml of plasma or 5% gelatin to 
insure an even surface. All samples were evap-
orated to dryness in a incubator for 24 hours 
prior to measurem ent. 
(l)Preparation of Radioactive E.Coli 
A 100 ml of M.E~ Broth was inoculated with 0.01 ml 
of a 24-hour culture of E.coli, and incubated for 48 hours~ 
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The contents of the flask wer·e then traa:!ferred to a sterile 
100 ml cent ri~uge tube and the contents spun down in a 
angle centrifuge for 30 minutes at 5,000 rpm. The supernate 
was discarded and the precipitate resuspended in 50 ml 
of sterile physiological saline solution. The mixture was 
agitated well for 15 minutes. This process of washing and 
centrifuging was repeated three times so that most of the 
extraneous protein material from the broth was remo~ed. 
The final precipitate was suspended in 30 ml of sterile 
saline solution. 
To the suspension was added 1 ml of 10% NaHco3 (sterile) 
. 01' • 
with shaking. Tol\seJ;)arate ster1le test tubel the following 
sterile reagents were added: 
0.5 mg of I as KI in 1 ml of distilled water 
500 microcuries of radioactive Iodine Il31 
in 1 ml 
0.25 ml of 1% NaN02 solution 
1.5 ml Of 0.1 N Hal 
The mixture was well shaken for 5 minutes to allow for the 
maximum amount of I2 to develop. This could be noted when 
the solution took on a dark yellow color. 0.5 ml of 10% 
NaHC03 solution was then added, and the tube agitated until 
the color of the solution changed from dark yellOY.T to almost 
colorless, indicating a change from free I 2 to NaOI. This 
The reaction took from 10 - 15 minutes to go to com~tion. 
This solution was then added rapidly with shaking to the 
suspension of bacteria and the resulting mixture was agit-
ated in a mechanical shaker for 15 minutes. The suspension 
was then diluted to 100 ml 'ltlith sterile saline solution. 
(2) Determination of the Amount of Radioact ive Iodine 
Incorporated 
One ml of the irradiated suspension was placed in an 
aluminum cup for radio active measurement. This served as 
a Standard. The remaining spspension was then centrifuged 
at 5,000 rpm for 30 minutes; the supernate ·· decanted and 
t h e suspension washed with sterile saline solution 
three times, ,.,ith centrifugation after each washing. It v~as 
found that three washings were sufficient to remove all 
of the residual radio-activity not bound to the bacterial 
protein, this was determined by testing aliquots of the 
supernates in a Geiger-Mueller counter~ The ~inal pre-
cipitate was suspended in 100 ml of sterile saline solution 
and the mixture shaken until an eYen suspension resulted, 
this usually took 2o minutes by mechanical shaker. 1 ml 
of the suspension was dried for rad ioactive measurements • 
This aliquot was known as the Bacterial Standard. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
li 
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Calculations 
Todetermine the percentage of radio-active Iodine 
incorporated the following formula was used~ 
Count of the Bacterial Standard minute 100 Count of t he Standard minute x 
The results will be seen in Table #6 
% incorp-
orated 
(3) Determination of the Effect of Iodination on the Viable 
Count of E. coli 
To determine the immediate effect of iodination by this 
method on the viable count, serial dilutions of the 
cultures were made and i mmediately following iodinat i on~ . 
Poured plates were made, and incubated for 48 hours and 
colonies counted \'lith t he aid of a Quebec Colony Counter. 
The figures obt a ined are the average of three plates. 
There were two series of controls in these experiments. 
The first, the Iodination Control, was treated the same 
as that tagged with radioactive iodine, with the 
e xception that no I131 wc:ts added. The second, or Saline 
Control, consisted of bacteria whi.ch were carried 
t hrough the same procedure as outlined in (1), with the 
exception that no iodination was applied. The results are 
seen in Table #6~ 
II 
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Table #6 
Percentage of Radioactive Iodine Incor12orated 
Into Suspensions of E~ Coli 
' 
~ . Approx. • Approx. • Count of • Count • • 
• no. of • no. of • Standard • of • • 
• viable Bact- viable Bact- • /min. • Bact •• % • 
t 
• eria/m1 • eria/ml • • Stand. inc. • 
• before iod-• after iod- • • /min. • 
• ination • ination • • • • 
r Exp~* • • • • • • • 5xlo15 • 3xl05 • 1,890 • 239 • 12.8 • 
fControll • 2x1olS • 7xlof4 • -
. 
-
• 
-
. 
Control2 • 4xlol5 • 8xl0 • 
-
• 
-
• 
-
• 
. . 
~Exp. • 7xlol8 • 3xl0~ • 1,618 • 190 • 11.7. Control1 • 6xlol7 • • .. • • 5xl0 - - -• 8xlol7 • 2xlol5 • • • • Control2 
- - -. • • • • • 
• 1x1ol6 • 7xlomo • • • • :Exp • • • 1,984 • 234 • 11.8 • ~Control1 • 3xlo16 • 4xlo11 • - • - • - • 
.Control2 • 4xlo
16 
• 9xlo1 5 • - • - • - . 
~ • • • • • • 
2x1o17 ' 9 •Exp~ • • 8x108 
• 1,829 • 178 • 9.7· 
•control1 • · 3xlo
18 • 5xl0 · • • • • 
- - -
•Control2 • 3xlo18 • ·7xlo1 7 • • 
.. • 
- - -
• • • • • • 
• • • • • • • 
.,Exp. *i:• • 5xlo12 • 2xl0~ • 384 • 46 • 12.(>. 12 
.control1 • 6x1o12 • 8x1010 • • • • 
.• Control2 • 8xl0 • 3xl0 • • • • 
* Exp'~ Those bacteria tagged with radioactive Il31 
Control1 Those bacteria treated with NaOI Control2 Saline washed bacteria 
** In this experiment approximately 75 microcuries of 
radioactive iodine were utilized. Incubation of the 
I original culture was for 24 hours. 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
(:4) Determination whether the remaining viable bacteria 
are Radioactive 
To the precipitate of rad ioactive bacteria( obtained as 
described in Sections 1 and 2) was added 20 ml of M.E~ 
Broth containing 1.5% agar. This was allowed to gel after 
mixing. 10 ml of M.E. Broth was then overlayed over the 
semi-solid agar and the resulting mixture incubated at 
room temperature for 24 hours. After incubation the broth 
was decanted and c entrifuged at 5,000 rpm fo r 20 minutes. 
The super nat e was discarded. The prec i pitate was then 
washed 3 times with sterile salir e solution, centrifuging 
after each wash ing. The final precipitate was suspended in 
3 ml of saline sol ution and dried for radioactive measure-
ment. A control was prepared in a similiar manner with 
the exception that t he "tagged bacteria" were killed by t h e 
addition of 5% phenol for 5 minutes. The bacteria were then 
s uspended in semi-solid agar, over layed with broth and 
incubated for 24 hours. The supernate was then treated as 
above. 
A series of 4 experimental and 4 controls was carried oyt. 
In each case it was noted that marked radioactivity was 
exhibited in the washed supernates that had not been treated 
with phenol. The controls showed no~ or slight radioactivity, / 
but were much less than 2 times background. Although this II 
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is only a small series, it indicates that only the live 
motile bacteria are able to migrate up into the broth layer, 
and that the radioact iV:ity resided in the bacteria them-
selves, thus precluding the possibility .that it had been 
split off from the bacteria and diffused into the supernate. 
(5 ) With the assumption that all of the bacteria were 
"tagged 11 , the following experiments were carried out to 
determine whether iodination had any effect on the morp~­
ological and biochemical characteristics of t h e bacterium. 
Loopfuls of the supernate obtained in Section (~) were 
seeded into the following media: the various sugars, MR-VP 
media, and Kligler Iron. Loopfuls were also streaked on 
M.E . Agar plate~ and atypical colonies looked for. Inc-
ubation was for 24 hours at 37 c. The sugars were observed 
every hour for 6 hours and production of acid and gas 
noted. The MR-VP media was incubated for 4 days before 
tes~ing. The controls in the above experiments were loopfuls 
of both Saline and Iodinated suspensions( Section 3). 
No marked effect on morphological or cultural character-
istics were noted. No longs forms, loss of motility, or 
changes in ability to take the Gram-stain were noted. The 
MR-VP reaction was typical of E.coli in both experimental 
and control series. The results of the sugar fermentations 
are seen in Table # 7'~ 
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Table #7 
The Biochemical React ions of "'fagged 11 ]}~Coli 
•Glue ~Malt •sue • Lact ~Arab • Mann •nu1c • MR~ vp• Ind • 
•ose tose •rose• •inose • •itol • • • ol • ose ose 
• slj7' ts~~~ • • s~}~w •slow • slow • sl./~J •f • - f • -r. .) Exn• A G • A G • • A' EF • A/G • A/G • A G • • .• • 
* •slow • slOi'l • 
-
• slow ~slow • slow ~slow •f • 
- f 
Ci • A/G • A/G • • A/G • A/G • A/G • A/G • • • • 
• • 
• • • • • • • :f • • c2 A/G A/G A/G A/G-- - ~ A/G A/G • t - ! • • • • • • • • 
• .. 
... . a • • 
* 
Exp~ irradiated bacteria 
cl NaOI treated bacteria 
02 saline washed bacteria 
It would appear from the above results that the 
experimental and Iodinated Control showed a slower reaction 
in the production of acid and gas over the first 6 hours 
than did the Saline Control, ~is may be due to the greater 
number of bacteria present in the latter~ After 24 hours of 
incubation, acid and gas production in each were equal1 ~ 
Therefore no definite difference could be detected in 
sugar fermentations. 
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Discussion 
Free iodine reacts by addition to many unsaturated 
compounds whereas: sodium hypoiodite replaces active 
hydrogen by iodine in many substances such as phenol, 
aldehydes, aromatic amines, and some ketones (Seligman et al 
1 1948) No precise formulation of the mode of attacbment of 
radio active iodine to t h e bacterial cell can be made, because 
I of incomplete knovrledge of its complete structure. It is 
II 
II 
I 
II 
I 
hovTever possible, if not probable, that sodium hypoiodite 
replaces one of the hydrogens in the tyrosine molecule 
where ever the latter happens to occur in the bacterial 
cell. It is also quite possible that any free iodine that 
has not been converted to hypoiodite links by addition t o 
double bonds . 
How firm . the linkage t o the bacterial cell 'vas not 
definitely determined. In the concentration of Iodine 
used, it would appear that from 9- 12 per ce·nt is · inc-
orporated. Although no dialysis experiments were carried 
out with t he suspensions of "tagged" bacteria, succesive 
washings vTith saline so.lution appeared to remove any 
excess Iod ine that might have been left in ionic form, thus 
leaving the remainder fairly strongly fixed to the cell. 
Furth e r evidence that indicates that the bond may be a 
,, 
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a firm one are the results which showed that the "tagged" 
bacteria were able to migrate through the semi-solid 
agar phase and were found to exhibit definite radioactivity 
after several washings with physiolog ical saline solution~ 
This method of "tagging 11 bacteria, although relat itlely 
different from the classical method of incorporating the 
radioactive mOlecule into the media, does not have the 
reliability of the standard methods. One must make the 
assumption that all the 1'bacteria are 11tagged 11 , which 
can not be proven~ Assuming that all the remaining viable 
bacteria were "tagged", they were seeded into the vari ous 
media~ As stated previosuly no drastic changes of any type 
were noted. This may be due to the fact that the strength 
of the radioactive emanations were to weak. Other 
workers ( Ross, 1942) have reported negative results 
using tracer amounts of isotope'~ If there were any eff ect, 
it is pos s ible that it was masked, due to the fact that 
all the bacteria were not "tagged". As explained previously 
the slowness of the fermentative reactions over the first 
6 hours is probably due to the greater number bacteria 
present in the Saline Control. 
It is also quite evident from the results that by this 
method a great number of the bacteria are killed by 
the reagents themselves. In the 5 series that were 
c arr ied out it was noted that the viable counts were 
r -
,, decreased 
I desirable 
I 
in all cases by over 50 per cent' ~ It would be 
that experiments be carried out using different 
I 
I 
concentrations of Iodine to deterr.aine whether the same 
~ 
amount of Iodine can be incorporated withAproducing such 
a lethal effect upon the bacteria. The results indicate 
that under the conditions of the experiments that no 
apparent influence on the viable count was due to the 
radioactivity alone~ 
A hhird disadvantage of the method is one of technique~ 
The procedure calls for numerous washings and centrifug-
ations which not only oonst .itutes a danger to the sterility 
of the suspensions, but also the fact that portions of 
the suspensions are lost in decantations~ The presence of 
protein contamination could be a serious disadvantage in 
these experiments, because of the ease with ;:.;hich protein 
is "tagged" 1vith alkaline radioactive Iodine~ Thus the 
washings must be done thoroughly and with the utmost 
care . 
By this study it has been possible to confirm the 
work of Seligman and Schweinburg ( 1949). The latter 
~·v Ct'141" 
workers have been able to incorporate from 6-10~ of 
the Iodine. Using a more careful technique it has been 
II found possible to "Tag " from 10 - 15 per cent of the 
,, 
I bacteria, but the proof that all the remaining viable I 
I 
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bacteria so treated are radioactive is lacking~ The results 
presented would seem to indicate that a good proport~on 
of the b a cteria so 11tagged 11 are viable~ Further studies on 
effe cts of greater and lesser concentrations of Iodine 
on the bacteria seem desirable. 
Conclusions 
The 11tagging 11 of E~coli with radioactive Iodine 
r131 by a method involving alkaline iodination has . been 
described~ By this method from 9-12 per cent of the 
radioactive Iodine used was incorporated into the bacterial 
suspension~ This is in confirmation of earlier v.JOrkers 
(Seligman and Schweinburg, 1949) who have incorporated 
from 6~10 per centi ~ The results also indicate that the 
linkage is a firm one. 
Such treated bacteria show no change in motility, 
morphological and cultural characteristics. No long 
forms were exhibited. Fermentative reactions were typical 
of E.coli. 
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ABSTRACT 
The present thesis is an attempt by the author to 
I fully describe the effects of radioactive emanations upon 
bacteria~ The work consists of two sections' ~ The first, a 
historical revie1v of the literature which summarizes the 
effect of emanations from various sources upon different 
bacteria' ~ This includes the effects upon the viable count, , 
morphological and cultural characteristics, biochemical 
reactions and changes in virulence~ An attempt is also made 
to explain the action of such radiations by means of the 
"Target Theory", other theories of possible modes of action 
are also discussed~ The conclusions reached,in the first 
section are that radiations have a definite lethal effect 
upon bacteria, depending upon the type of radiation employed 
and the time and distance of exposure: ~. Second', that it is 
possible to obtain mutant forms which are different from the 
parent forms in both cultural and morphological character-
istics~ Third', that it is possible to obtain changes in 
biochemical and of a immunological nature, but these are 
not permanent · ~ 
The second section is an effort by the author to confirm 
the work of earlier experimenters who have 11tagged11 E.coli 
-
with radioactive Iodine by means of a alkaline Iodination~ . 
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This section describes the method of iodination as well as -
a description of the biochemical and cultural character-
istics of such irradiated bacteria!~ .The results indicated 
that from 9-12 per cent of the bacteria are "tagged" by 
this procedure ;that the viable count is decreased by more 
50 per cent due to the method of iodination rather than the 
effect of the radioactive isotope~ .Thirdly, that no 
differences in cultural or morpholog ical characteristics 
were note&~ 
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